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Oct 4, 2023 

Quantum Solutions Co., Ltd. 

 

Quantum Solutions announces partnership  

with TryAI in AI studio GPT Pals 

 

● TryAI Limited has contributed ¥4,750,000 JPY and taken a 49% ownership 

stake in Quantum subsidiary GPT Pals 

● Quantum subsidiary Fasteps Singapore Pte. Ltd. has made an additional 

investment of ¥4,750,000 JPY ($250,000 HKD) into GPT Pals, resulting in 51% 

ownership 

● The combined capital injection will fuel future AI tool development 

● Quantum seeks to strengthen research, development capabilities, and 

access to cutting-edge AI technologies through GPT Pals to deliver more 

advanced AI solutions 

Leading AI company Quantum Solutions Co. Ltd. has announced a new 

partnership with TryAI Limited. TryAI has contributed ¥4,750,000 JPY and taken a 

49% ownership stake in Quantum’s subsidiary GPT Pals Studio Limited. TryAI, based 

in Hong Kong, specializes in AI application development, promotion, education, and 

operation. 

Quantum Solutions Representative Director Mark Pink stated, 

“Quantum Solutions is honored to welcome TryAI as a new investor in GPT Pals. 

This partnership marks a significant milestone, and we are excited about the 

opportunities this brings. The combination of TryAI’s expertise and Quantum's 

strategic vision enhances the capabilities of both of our companies to deliver 

groundbreaking AI technologies that bring greater value to customers.” 
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Quantum will proactively develop and expand its AI tool portfolio in 

collaboration with TryAI. TryAI played a significant role in Quantum’s development 

of recently-launched chatbot website GPT2338.JP. 

In addition, Quantum subsidiary Fasteps Singapore Pte. Ltd. has made an 

additional investment of ¥4,750,000 JPY ($250,000 HKD) into GPT Pals, resulting in 

51% ownership. The combined capital injection of ¥9,500,000 JPY ($500,000 HKD) 

into GPT Pals will provide investment to fuel future AI tool development. As the 

potential for future AI products continues to grow, the partners have committed to 

equally contributing additional investment in GPT Pals of up to ¥76,000,000 JPY 

($4,000,000 HKD). 

This strategic partnership demonstrates Quantum’s commitment to fostering 

innovation and growth among its group companies. By joining forces with TryAI, 

Quantum is strengthening its research and development capabilities and access to 

cutting-edge AI technologies. This collaboration will enable GPT Pals to deliver 

more advanced AI solutions to meet customer needs and expand its product 

portfolio. 

The deepening of the partnership between Quantum and TryAI presents 

exciting possibilities to jointly develop AI-related tools and solutions, as well as 

explore and expand within the AI landscape. 

 More information about Quantum Solutions products and services are 

available at the company’s website:  

http://www.quantum-s.co.jp 

More information about AI tools such as Cosplay AI, AI Artist, AI Assistant are 

available at:  

http://gpt2338.jp  

 

-End- 

  

http://www.quantum-s.co.jp/
http://gpt2338.jp/
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【Quantum Solutions Co., Ltd. Company Information】 

Company Name ：Quantum Solutions Co., Ltd. 

（Tokyo Stock Exchange code 2338） 

Address ：1-10-9 Kudankita, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan 

Representative ：Mark Pink, Representative Director and President 

Capital ：2,996 million yen 

Business ：Application development and distribution 

Software development 
 
 
  

【Company Contact】 

Quantum Solutions Co., Ltd. 

https://www.quantum-s.co.jp/en/ 
 

Tel： 03-6910-0571（Main） 

Contact Form：https://www.quantum-s.co.jp/en/contact/ 

 


